Evaluation template:
Q#1 - 6
Pros:
a) Answer is written in a very nice way.
b) All the points are written neatly and major words and phrases are underlined.
c) A proper introduction is given in the answer.
Cons:
a) Try to include few points on impact over literature, structures and pottery as well as
religious.
b) Try to correlate different points to emphasize impact of Central Asian contacts on socio
cultural life of ancient Indian society in the conclusion.
c) Iron coats as written in answer bought by kushanas need to be cross checked as it is not iron
coat but long coat and kushanas are known to propagate more of leather clothes.
Evaluation template:
Q#2 - 6
Pros:
a) Overall a nice answer.
b) Introduction and conclusion are given.
c) All the different points of unique features are described nicely.
Cons:
a) As it is a 8 mark question please stick to word limit as exceeding word limit can result in loss
of marks.

Evaluation template:
Q#3 - 5
Pros:
a) Most of the points are included in the answer.
b) Highlighting important words and phrases is an added advantage.
c) Precise introduction is given in the answer.
Cons:
a) Highlight non cooperation, first civil disobedience and arising deep nationalism feeling like
phrases to fetch more marks
b) A strong conclusion is missing.
c) Points given in the answer are quite haphazard and need to be further summarised.

Evaluation template:
Q#4 - 4
Pros:
a) Both introduction and conclusion are given.
b) Different points to support exploitation by British are written nicely.

c) Answer is written clearly while highlighting important words and phrases.
Cons:
a) It is written in the answer that Indian craft mens could not shift their perception of buyers
but the actual reason was they tried to shift but were exploited by Britishers who bought their
products at very low rates.
b) Development of Railways also played an important role in decline of Indian craftsmen.
c) Few more points could be added to make answer little more impressive.

Evaluation template:
Q#5 - 6
Pros:
a) Very well written answer.
b) All the points are included nicely.
c) A good introduction and conclusion make the answer good marks fetching.
Cons:
a) Except for a few grammatical mistakes otherwise answer is written perfectly.
Evaluation template:
Q#6 - 6
Pros:
a) All the points are explained very well in the answer.
b) Well structured answer.
c) Use of pictorial depictions definitely helps to gain good marks.
Cons:
a) A little way forward can be included in the conclusion of the answer where this use of caste
system can be explain.

Evaluation template:
Q#7 - 6
Pros:
a) Structuring of answer is very well done.
b) Use of various examples makes the answer more marks fetching.
c) Every point is very well highlighted and explained.
Cons:
a) Except for very few grammatical mistakes other part of answer is written perfectly.

Evaluation template:
Q#8 - 6
Pros:
a) Structuring of answer is very well done.
b) Deprivation of social rights and constitutional rights are explained point wise.

c) Every point is very well highlighted and explained.
Cons:
a) Except for very few grammatical mistakes other part of answer is written perfectly.

Evaluation template:
Q#9 - 5
Pros:
a) Various points for climate change and cropping pattern effects on rivers are explained nicely.
b) Inclusion of UNFCC Estimation in the introduction is an added advantage.
c) Highlighting important phrases and words helps to get more marks.
Cons:
a) Conclusion can be written in a better way.
b) Use of some real life experiences and global reports can help to get more marks in such type
of question.

Evaluation template:
Q#10 - 5
Pros:
a) Various points for challenges and government steps are given in the answer.
b) Inclusion of certain statistical data makes answer more impressive.
c) Highlighting of important words and structuring of answer is done perfectly.
Cons:
a) There were certain committees which give recommendations to the government for
improvement in sugarcane industry. They can be included in the answer.
b) Few more factual data from government reports can be included.
c) A strong introduction and conclusion is missing.

Evaluation template:
Q#11 - 8
Pros:
a) Different features of Bhakti movement is given point wise.
b) Example of works of different bhakti saints are given.
c) Most of the bhakti saints with their name and literature are included in the answer.
Cons:
a) Answer is little bit generalized with some major points missing.
b) Role of women in Bhakti movement is missing.
c) The major essence of Bhakti movement is that they believe in the concept of Oneness of God
and brotherhood of all human beings. This point is missing in the answer
Evaluation template:
Q#12 - 7

Pros:
a) Classification of prehistoric paintings into three periods is given.
b) Themes and techniques are separately described.
Cons:
a) Some minute details of differences between paintings of three periods is missing.
b) A good introduction and conclusion for the answer is missing.

Evaluation template:
Q#13 - 8
Pros:
a) Various efforts by Britishers to spread modern education are given in the answer.
b) Introduction is also given.
c) Important points from various Britishers efforts are also highlighted.
Cons:
a) Although, the answer contains a lot of details but a proper structure of answer is missing.
b) For better marks, answer can be divided into two parts; first part would have highlighted
various British efforts and second part about their motives and its effect on Indian freedom
struggle.

Evaluation template:
Q#14 - 7
Pros:
a) Answer contains good point differentiating between the two movements.
b) Conclusion of the answer is nice.
Cons:
a) Answer is little bit haphazard.
b) Although answer contains all major points but lack of proper presentation resulted in
haphazard answer.
c) Exact dates of civil disobedience movement and non cooperation movement and details like
they both were started by Mahatma Gandhi can be included in the introduction to make it
more informative.

Evaluation template:
Q#15 - 9
Pros:
a) A good introduction and conclusion is written.
b) All the various points which the answer demanded are justified in the answer.
c) Various incidences from history are given to support the answer.
Cons:
a) Some points are missing which can be included in the answer.
b) A mention of Congress is also missing in the answer.

c) A little bit about the communal representation in the society during pre independent India
can also be included to support the answer.
Evaluation template:
Q#16 - 6
Pros:
a) Initiatives by government is very well written.
b) Economic survey data about female labour force participation it is also mentioned.
c) Conclusion is also written.
Cons:
a) The question has demanded to write about the how sexual harassment at workplace has
impacted the female labour force participation rate in India. Answer for the same is missing.
b) Impressive introduction is also missing.
c) Few more examples can be included in the answer.

Evaluation template:
Q#17 - 9
Pros:
a) A good answer is written.
b) Definition and factors responsible for objectification of women is explain nicely.
c) Various initiatives for gender just society are also given.
Cons:
a) Few examples from current affairs can be included to make answer more impressive.
b) Certain Supreme Court rulings can also be cited to further support the answer.
c) A little more impressive conclusion can be written.

Evaluation template:
Q#18 - 8
Pros:
a) Polar vortex and its causes are explained nicely.
b) Picture depiction of strong and weak polar vortex is appreciable.
c) Example of unusual weather condition due to polar vortex is also present.
Cons:
a) Few more examples to support unusual and extreme weather condition because of Polar
vortex are needed.
b) Second part of question needs a little more improvement by adding few more factual points.
c) Relation between polar vortex and unusual extreme temperature conditions can be further
explained.

Evaluation template:
Q#19 - 10

Pros:
a) Answer justifies all the various points asked in the question.
b) Very well structured answer.
c) Map of India is also drawn to show regions of cement industry.
Cons:
a) Except for few spellings mistake answer is written nicely.
b) A little more can be written to conclude the answer.

Evaluation template:
Q#20 - 10
Pros:
a) Very well written answer.
b) Answer contains all the points to fetch good marks.
Marks Obtained: 137/ 200
Remark:
Individual comments for every questions are provided still there are certain points which should
be kept in mind while answering questions. They are:
1. One need to focus on handwriting and sentence formation. To fetch good marks handwriting
should be neat and legible that is starting with capital and ending with full stop with proper use
of coma etc. Writing should be simple and error free, clear complete and concise.
2. Adhere to word count.
3. Use of tables and figures to augment the quality of answers can be included.
4. Recent statistics and figures highlighted by economic survey and use of phrases in economic
survey should be included to make answers in economics more marks fetching.
5. Global rankings, reports and findings should be given in answer to support facts.
6. Schemes and policies of Government concerning the respective subjects should definitely be
included.
Your way of presentation and writing answers is very good. Try to to include more of data,
tables and flowcharts to make them further more impressive.

